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A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE COASTAL ACOUSTIC TOMOGRAPHY SYSTEM (CATS)

- The coastal acoustic tomography system is called “CATS” in acronym. A couple of CATSs can measure travel times in a reciprocal direction between two acoustic transmission and reception stations (acoustic stations). The mean travel time is converted into the path-average sound speed (mainly proportional to temperature because of smaller effects due to salinity), and the travel time difference is converted to the path-average current. The 2D and 3D mappings of current and sound speed (temperature) fields are obtained through an appropriate inverse analysis when the observation domain is surrounded by a mult-acoustic stations. (Kaneko, 2015)
Set of CATS Equipment in BPPT

- **10 KHz CATS**
- **5 KHz MCATS**
- **50 KHz RCATS**
- **4 KHz TCATS**
CATS Installation

1. Jetty Placement

2. Floater Placement

3. Buoy Placement
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CATS TRIALS FOR SUBMARINE DETECTION IN SUNDA STRAIT
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DEVELOPMENT OF CATS
DEVELOPMENT OF CATS IN BPPT (RISET PRO PROGRAM)
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CONCLUSION

1. Almost all marine physical parameters can be proceed using CATS data
2. CATS application for submarine detection is possible with further development
3. CATS data can be used for other water purposes such as lake monitoring and flood monitoring
4. There is some modifications of CATS hardware and frequencies for specific applications
5. TCATS has successfully acquired data and continues to be developed
6. CATS development in Indonesia took time and still continuous
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